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Signiftcance of Charge Sharing in Causing Threshold Yoltage Rolt-Off in Highly
Doped 0.1-pm Si MOSFETs and Its Suppression by Atomic Layer Doping(ALD)

Hiromasa Noda, Kaori Nakamura, and Shin'ichiro Kimura

Central Research Laboratory, Hitachi Ltd.

l-280, Higashi-koigakubo, Kokubunji-shi, Tokyo I 85, Japan

Abstract. An investigation of the influence of substrate dopant concentration on the short

channel effects in 0.1-pm nMOSFETs shows that threshold voltage roll-off is not suppressed

by heavy doping and that there is a clear reduction in subthreshold swing at dopant concen-

trations higher than lxl0" cm''. These results can be explained by the charge sharing con-

cept and, we demonstrate the excellent scalability of the ALD (atomic-layer doped)

MOSFET, in which the charge slraring can be effectively suppressed.

1. Introduction
Recently severalO.l-pm MOSFETs have been fab-

ricated and their excellent performance was demon-
strated tl-31. However, threshold voltage (Vth) roll-off
was not suppressed satisfactorily, even though their sub-
strate dopant concentration, profile, and junction depth
were adequate. This paper intensively investigates the
influence of substrate dopant concentration on the short
channel effect (SCE), and demonstrates that heavy dop-
ing does not suppress Vtlr roll-off. These results can be
explained by the charge sharing concept [a]. The charge
sharing can be effectively suppressed in an ALD
(Atomic Layer Doped) MOSFET [5], which has a
stepped dopant profile.
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2. Dependence of short channel effects
on dopant concentration

Single-drain n-channel MOSFETs were fabricated
with various dopantconcentrations whose peak is located
around the source/drain junction (0.1 pm). Figure I
shows the channel length (Leffi dependence of Vth,
subthreshold swing (S), and leakage curent (lleak) at the
flat band condition. Two kinds of minimum channel
length are defined as parameters for evaluating the extent
to which SCE is suppressed. L^:o is the channel length
where LVth I Ll^eff= 0.1 V / 0.1 lrm, indicating the begin-
ning of Vlft roll-off. L^:'is the channel length where
Ileak= 0.1 pA, indicating punchthrough.

For the lower peak concentration case of 6.0x10t6
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Figure 1. Channel length dependences of threshold voltage (Vth), subthreshold swing (S), and leakage curent u flat-band condition
(lleak):Tox = 5 nm and Vd = 1.0 Y.
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Flgure 2. Dependence ofS on dopant

concentrationzVd = 1.0 V.
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Irigure 3. f)cpendcnce of Vtlr and S on

junction depth : Vd, = 1.5 V.
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Figurc 4.

cm'3(a), L^{o and L^i,,Pr are idendcal. In contrast, for the
higher concentration case of l.SxlOttcm'3(&), L^:o is no
longer identical b L^an. In addition, ir is roundihatvth
roll-off is accompanied by a reduction in .g for case (D).

The dependence of ,S on dopant concentration is
shown in Figure 2. The reducrion in s is amplified as lhe
dopant concentration increases. Figure 3 shows the de-
pendence af vthand s on juncrion depth. vlrr rolr-off ancl
,s reduction are suppressed as the junction depttr becomes
shallow.

These results strongly suggest that the two-dimen-
sional shape of the drain depletion region is the dominant
factor in SCE. In other words, the charge sharing concept
[4] needs to be reconsidered.

Assuming that ttre reduction in.l is attributed to Lhe
decrease in channel space charge caused by the drain
elecric field, the charge sharing factor /is obrained from
the following formula.

S=kT/qln l0( I +f Cd/Cox),
where cd is the depletion capacitance and cox is the ox-
ide capacitance. Then vthiscalculated using the follow-
ing formula,

Vth=Vfb+2Qs+fed/Cox,
where vJb is the flat-band voltage, or is the potential dif-
ference between the Fermi level and the intrinsic Fermi
level of the bulk, and Qd is the depletion charge. Figure 4
shows that excellent agreement between the measured
Vth $nints) and the calculated Vrfr (solid-lines) is ob-
tained, especially at higher concenrlations exceecling
1.0x101t cm'3. The absence of the calculated vth at the
shortchannel region of the lightly cloped MosFETs is at-
tributed to punchthrough, which makes this model inva-
lid.

The influence of heavy doping on SCE is summa-
rized in Figure 5. Ir is demonstrated that heavy doping in

the substrate works effcctively to suppress punchthrough.
However Vth roll-off is found not to be suppressed by
heavy doping.

These results described in this chapter indicate the
significance of the charge sharing. Therefore,Vth-con-
trolled sub-O.1 pm MOSFETs will require a new ap-
proach to suppressing the charge sharing.

3. Suppression of charge sharing
by atomic-layer doping (ALD)

One candidate which has immunity to the charge
sharing is the ALD MOSFET [5]. In rhis section, rhe
excellent scalabiliry of the ALD MOSFET, which has a
stepped dopant profile, is discussed based on device
simulation from the viewpoint of charge sharing .

Three doping profiles were used for comparison as
shown in Figure 6. For rhe ALD MOSFETs (b and c),
step functions were used as the ideal case. The channel
length dependences of Vth and,S are shown in Figure 7.
There is no reduction in S for the ALD MOSFET, which
indicates Lhat, the charge sharing is suppressed, resurting
in good short channel bchavior. Furthermore, a lower
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Figure 5. Dependence of rhe two minimum channel lengths

on dopant concentration.
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a: unifrm doping: l.0Elt cm'3
b: nrrfacq l.OEl8 cm-l: ALD structure: l.0E19 cm'l
c: surface: 5.0E16 cnr-l: ALD suucture: l.0El9 cm'r

Flgure 6. Doping profiles used for the simulation.

surface dopant concentration leads to better short channcl
behavior. The minimum L^o:o was found to be 0.07 pm

by simulation.
Two-dimensional potential plots of long-channel

devices colresponding to the three cases are shown in
Figure 8. The shaded region is the drain depletion region

determined from the electric field lines which terminate
on the drain [6]. The darker shaded region is the ex-

tended area of the drain depletion region to the channel
area. This extended area is bounded by the horizontal
line tangent to the channel depletion edge, the line per-
pendicular to the gate and the curved drain edge. The

expansion of this region causes the charge sharing. In
comparison with the uniformly doped device (c), the
ALD structure (b) effectively suppresses the expansion.
Furthermore, a lower surface dopant concentration (c)
causes this region to disappear, probably due to the exten-
sion of the hooked drain to the channel region.

4. Summary
We have demonstrated the significance of charge

sharing, in particular for highly doped devices, as the
cause of Vth roll-off and S reduction. For Vtlr-controlled
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Iiigure 7. Channcl length dcpendence of Vth and S of

the thrce MOSFtlt's (a, b, and c).

0.1-pm Si MOSFETs, suppression of the charge sharing

is indispensable, and the ALD MOSFETs are expected to

survive device miniaturization down to 0.07 pm with
optimized ALD location and low surface concentration.
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Figure 8. Two-dimensional potential plots for the three cascs indicatcd in Figs. 6 and 7 (a, b, and c). The drain voltage is 1.5 V and

gate voltages are set to beVth. The equipotential contours are plotted with an inlerval of 0.2 V. For the ALD MOSFE ts (D and c), a

hooked boundary of drain is formed as a rcsult of low surface concentration.
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